
 

 

Dear friends, 

The next session of the training called “Emmaus: Europe in all of its facets!” will take place from June 3rd 
to 6th, 2018, hosted by the Emmaus community in Cologne, Germany. If you wish, it is possible to 
arrive before the training and/or to extend your stay to share the life and activities of German 
groups. 

Thanks to the presence of resource persons from the Emmaus Movement, this training proposes to focus 
on: 

•        Understanding the history of Emmaus and its founder, Abbé Pierre 
•        Appropriation of the fundamental values of the movement 
•        The international and European dimension of the movement 
•        Transmission of the dimensions of the movement to new member groups 
•        The movement's orientations as from the 2016 World Assembly 

The training is intended for companions, volunteers, managers, employees and friends who wish to 
strengthen their sense of belonging to the Emmaus Movement. Note that this training is different, (and 
therefore complementary), from the training "The history of Emmaus” proposed by Emmaus France. 

Would you like to learn how to transmit what Emmaus means to you, while enjoying exchanging on 
practices, visions and values of our movement? Then register right away! Please fill in the registration 
form here attached and send it before May 15th, 2018 to: marie.tixier@emmaus-europe.org  

Practical information: 

•        Arrival is suggested on Sunday (3rd June). Departure is advised on Wednesday, (6th 
June)  after lunch, around 14h00 
Warning: train strikes are planned in France by SNCF on Saturday 2nd June and Sunday 3rd 
June. If you are coming/through France, please contact us to help you organize your trip 
(early arrival in Cologne, carpooling ...) 
•        The training will be held in French and in English thanks to the help of interpreters 
•        Accommodation -in shared rooms-, as well as meals, are provided by the Cologne 
community. Transportation costs to and from the training venue are funded by the groups 
•        The number of places is limited to 15 people in all, with a maximum of 2 participants per 
group 

Looking forward to meeting you soon in Cologne, we remain at your disposal for any further question. 

In solidarity, 
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